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a case of something english meaning cambridge dictionary Mar 28 2024 phrase add to word list used when a situation is of a particular type she
doesn t want to work full time it s a case of having to the police suspect that it was a case of mistaken identity ultimately it s a case of weighing the
risk against the potential benefit fitness is for everyone
in the case of someone something cambridge dictionary Feb 27 2024 in the case of someone something definition 1 in connection with someone or
something or in the situation of something 2 in connection learn more
case definition in the cambridge english dictionary Jan 26 2024 b1 because of a possibility of something happening being needed etc i don t think i ll
need any money but i ll bring some just in case see more in case of something formal
case definition meaning dictionary com Dec 25 2023 case 1 keys phonetic standard ipa noun an instance of the occurrence existence etc of
something sailing in such a storm was a case of poor judgment the actual state of things that is not the case a question or problem of moral conduct
matter a case of conscience situation circumstance plight mine is a sad case
in case of definition meaning merriam webster Nov 24 2023 the meaning of case is a set of circumstances or conditions how to use case in a
sentence synonym discussion of case
a case of definition and meaning collins english dictionary Oct 23 2023 definition of a case of a case of phrase if you say that a task or situation is a
case of a particular thing you mean that it consists of that thing or can be described as that thing it s a case of relaxing then playing it s not a case of
whether anyone would notice or not see full dictionary entry for case
in the case of definition meaning dictionary com Sep 22 2023 regarding in the matter of in that instance for example in the case of james they
decided to promote him to the next grade late 1300s also see in case def 2 quiz
the case definition meaning merriam webster Aug 21 2023 noun what actually exists or happens a lot of people have had trouble working with
him and that was certainly the case with me she had expected him to come home but that was not to be the case dictionary entries near the case the
capitol the case the cat s meow see more nearby entries cite this entry style the case
case of definition meaning merriam webster Jul 20 2023 case of mistaken identity noun phrase a situation in which someone or something is
mistakenly thought to be someone or something else see the full definition
understanding case in english grammar thoughtco Jun 19 2023 here s a simple explanation basically the concept of case in english is the grammatical
relationship of nouns and pronouns to other words in a sentence in english nouns have only one case inflection the possessive or genitive the case of
nouns other than the possessive is sometimes called the common case
case law wex us law lii legal information institute May 18 2023 wex case law case law is law that is based on judicial decisions rather than law
based on constitutions statutes or regulations case law concerns unique disputes resolved by courts using the concrete facts of a case by contrast
statutes and regulations are written abstractly
obergefell v hodges wikipedia Apr 17 2023 obergefell v hodges 576 u s 644 2015 ˈoʊbərɡəfɛl oh bər gə fel is a landmark decision of the supreme
court of the united states which ruled that the fundamental right to marry is guaranteed to same sex couples by both the due process clause and the
equal protection clause of the fourteenth amendment of the constitution
the terri schiavo saga the making of a tragedy and lessons Mar 16 2023 the recent case of terri schiavo has been an important medical legal and
ethical controversy however much of the public discussion of the tragedy has been based on inaccurate information regarding the facts of the case and
the actual legal and ethical issues involved



marbury v madison establishes judicial review history Feb 15 2023 1803 marbury v madison establishes judicial review on february 24 1803 the
supreme court led by chief justice john marshall decides the landmark case of william marbury v
in case of grammar cambridge dictionary Jan 14 2023 from english grammar today in case is a conjunction or adverb in case of is a preposition we
use in case to talk about things we should do in order to be prepared for possible future situations shall i keep some chicken salad for your brother in
case he s hungry when he gets here conjunction
obergefell v hodges summary history ruling facts Dec 13 2022 hodges legal case in which the u s supreme court ruled 5 4 on june 26 2015 that state
bans on same sex marriage and on recognizing same sex marriages duly performed in other jurisdictions are unconstitutional under the due process
and equal protection clauses of the fourteenth amendment to the u s constitution
what s at stake as the supreme court hears case about Nov 12 2022 the case known as moyle v united states mike moyle is the speaker of the idaho
house has major implications on everything from what emergency care is available in states with abortion bans to
supreme court hears arguments on trump immunity case cnn Oct 11 2022 the supreme court heard nearly three hours of arguments thursday in the
blockbuster case over whether former president donald trump may claim immunity from prosecution in the federal election
the trump trials escape from new york the washington post Sep 10 2022 by perry stein and devlin barrett april 28 2024 at 4 30 p m edt a sketch shows
former president donald trump s attorney d john sauer far right speaking before the supreme court on
what is a criminal case singapore courts Aug 09 2022 overview of a criminal case this is an overview of the criminal court process for persons who
are charged with a crime the accused has to attend court proceedings these may include a court mention pre trial conference criminal case disclosure
conference or trial if applicable the court may offer bail if a bailor posts bail the accused
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